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Transverse dynamic susceptibility for an Isin@ spin system: An exact eigenvalue equation
for the resonance frequencies
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The dynamics of an Ising system is studied assuming that a microwave radiation field is coupled
to the magnetic system through the transverse spin components. The transverse dynamic suscepti-
bility is calculated with the use of the Green-function formalism in an exact manner, without the
use of any decoupling scheme. The method yields an exact eigenvalue equation for the resonance
frequencies, valid for any dimension and lattice, and a physical meaning of these resonances can be
given in terms of the low-lying excitations for an Ising system. Those excitations correspond to
spin-Aip transitions in elementary clusters which represent all the possible spin arrangements of
nearest neighbors. The present method does not allow for a calculation of line intensities without
the help of statistical mechanics to evaluate correlation functions.

I. INTRODUCTION

A system described by a pure-Ising Hamiltonian has no
dynamic propcrtlcs slncc all thc spin opcI'atol's commute
with the total Hamiltonian. On the other hand, an Ising
system can be considered as an extremely anisotropic
Heisenberg system, where all the three spatial components
of the spin are present but spin-spin interactions are only
realized along a given direction. Following the above idea
the transverse spin component can be coupled with an
cxtcrnal pcrtulbatlon, c.g., micIowavc radiation as ln a
typical electron-spin-resonance (ESR) experiment.
Proceeding in this way we obtain a dynamic model whose
low-lying excitations are in the form of localized spin
flips, in contrast to a truly Heisenberg system where the
response is monitored by spin waves encompassing the
whole system.

The transverse dynamic susceptibihty of such a modi-
fied Ising model can be calculated through the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem using the Green-function
formalism developed by Zubarev. ' Poles of the suscepti-
bility are identified as the resonant frequencies of the sys-
tem, since they contribute with 5-function singularities to
the power absorption. In this paper we want to show that
an exact eigenvalue equation for the resonance frequencies
can be formulated, valid for the general case, which does
not depend on the dimension or lattice, but just on the
coordination number when only nearest-neighbor interac-
tions are allowed. From the set of Greco-function expres-
sions the eigenvalue equation can be isolated in the form
of a finite continuous fraction. In this paper we also give
an algorithm to generate the characteristic polynomials
for any coordination number.

Although this result seems to have been suggested be-
fore by calculations on a particular problem, the au-

thors have not been able to find a result of such a generali-
ty, as the one presented here in the published literature,
even when a calculation of this sort is an obvious one to
carry out. It is worth noting that, since the eigenvalues of
the Ising problem are known for any dimension (but not
the partition function), an exact account of the resonance
frequencies solves, in principle, the dynamical problem.

The fact that resonance frequencies can be exactly cal-
culated derives from peculiar characteristics of the
Green-function equations for an Ising system. The chain
of coupled equations is finite and closed, the order of such
a chain being equal to the number of nearest neighbors
when only nearest-neighbor interactions are taken into ac-
count.

The line intensities can only be calculated through the
knowledge of several correlation functions. When the
number of nearest neighbors increases (for higher-
dimensional lattices) higher-order correlation functions
appear in the formalism. As noted in Ref. 2, the number
of such correlations is larger than the independent equa-
tions obtained for the different Green functions, so the
method does not allow for a solution concerning the line
intensities, and an approximate scheme should be devised,
or alternatively, correlations have to be taken from statist-
ical mechanics calculations.

When an external magnetic field is applied, the only
correlation functions which are known in exact analytical
form are those corresponding to the one-dimensional Ising
problem (the results are presented in the Appendix). The
authors have pI'oposed in a recent work an approximate
approach based on the cluster-variation method to calcu-
late the temperature dependence of the different line in-
tensities. In the present calculation we have found that
resonances can be interpreted as spin-Aip transitions em-
bedded in different cluster configurations, and in agree-
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ment with the results of Ref. 4, it can be realized that pro-
cesses occurring in clusters of nearest neighbors are the
only ones contributing to the macroscopic response.

In what follows we only deal with the case of ferromag-
netic exchange coupling when an external static magnetic
field is applied in the longitudinal direction, which we
shall choose as the z axis. The incident microwave radia-
tion is polarized in the x-y plane, thus reproducing the
typical geometry of an ESR experiment. The Ising anti-
ferromagnet can be treated analogously, the resonance fre-
quencies being the same than those of the corresponding
ferromagnetic problem. Temperature dependence of line
intensities are of course different in both cases.

II. GREEN-FUNCTION CALCULATION

[S+(t),S J =S—+(t)S S—S+(t) .

From relation (4) we note that the relevant Green func-
tion to be calculated is

6,',"(t)—= (& .+(t);;)&. ,

or, equivalently, its Fourier transform

Gkj(~) —= (&ak, a, &&

Using the standard commutation relations among the spin
operators we obtain the following equation of motion for

Gkj (co):

(eo M—coo)GI„(co)= 5k;&a'k)+2JQ ((o' cr+k, o, )&„,
7T (m)

The unperturbed Ising Hamiltonian including the Zee-
man contribution is written as

Ho ———J g a';aj fico() g—aj,
(i,j ) j

where J&0 is the ferromagnetic exchange constant and
ficoo is the Zeeman energy. The parentheses (i,j) means
summation over nearest neighbors. The total spin com-
ponents are defined by

S
Oj

where the sum over m is performed over aH the nearest
neighbors of site k.

All the new generated Green function have operators a'
inserted in the left part of the bracket. So we define, in a
short-hand notation,

Gk, (co) = ((o' cr+k ,a, ))„., .

iGkj()= «a —atak aj »

S —= g aj = Q (aj+Laj ) .
j j

For absorption of microwave radiation polarized in the x-
y plane, the transverse dynamic susceptibility is propor-
tional to the Fourier transform of the retarded Green
function given by

((S+(t);S )) =— i e(t) (—[S+(t),S J ),
= g ((;(t);;», ,

where the notation of Ref. 1 has been used and the symbol
[S+,S J stands for the commutator

Gkj(co) =—«o', cr' ak,'aj »

n being the coordination number or number of nearest
neighbors. It vvill be noted that no higher-order Green
functions are needed, since the system of coupled equa-
tions closes for the functions listed above.

New correlation functions are also generated once the
equations of motion of the whole chain are written down,
but the calculation of those correlations are not relevant
for obtaining the resonance frequencies.

As an example let us show the equation of motion cou-
pled to Eq. (6), m being a nearest neighbor of k as follows:

(4~k, (a'.a&) »., (a.ak-&)+2JG-kj(~)+2JX'&& ta'-a~'a &&-0 m kj

In relation (8) the sum gt is performed over all the
nearest neighbors of site k different from m. It is ap-
parent from the general structure of Eqs. (6) and (8), that
the relevant quantities to be calculated are

[IJkj= g m, Gkj(co)
C(

[2Jkj=-g ...,G.,( ),
C2

where the C, are all the different combinations of nearest
neighbors of site k, taken r at a time. Of course we have

r (n r)!r!—
of such combinations. With the use of the adimensional
variable

["—lJa~=—X ~,~,, . ,~„,Gkj(co),
Ce —I

i'(co —2coo)
(10)

[nJkj= m, m, , . , ~ Gk;(—co),
the eq»tions of motion of quantities defined by (9) can be
written as
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EGkj(E) =Rkj'+ [1]k, ,

E [1]kj——Rkj"+2[2]kz+ n Gkj (E),
E [2]kz R——

kz
'+ 3[3]kz+ (n —1)[1]kz,

E[n —1]kj=Rk," "+n[n]kj+2[n —2]k,.

E [n]kj =Rkj '+ [n —1]kJ

where the quantities Rkj are the remainders containing
the correlation functions. For instance, we get from (6)
and (8)

A( A~ As A4, A5 As

2 2

3 4 3

4 6 6 4

6 10 I 2 I 2 I 0 6

and

Rkj Bkj ( +k & (12)

FIG. 1. Coefficients for the continued fraction appearing in

the theory can be arranged in a "magic" triangle where columns

are multiples of natural numbers, the first column being the

coordination number. Relation (17) implies, for a given row, a

mirror symmetry.
(1)

Rkj —— 45kjg&0'~'k& —2g&, &~ ~+k&

(m) (m)

(13)

The set of Eqs. (11) can be written in the following
compact form:

the following set of continued fractions:

f(n)(E)
(16)

E [v]kj =Rkj
'+ (v+ 1)[v+ 1]kj+(n —v+ 1)[v—1]kj

(14)
f(n)(E) —E

g (n)
V

1)2p ~ ~ ~ p 6f" )(E)

for v=0, 1, . . . , n, where the convention

[0]kj=Gkj«»
In+1]kj =[—1]kj=o

(15)

has been adopted. The general form of Eq. (14) displays
the fact that spin-spin interactions are included up to
nearest neighbors only.

The solution of system (11) or (14) is straightforward
and can be done in a recursive form: several continued
fractions are generated in this process. The general solu-
tion can be obtained in a compact form if we introduce

where the coefficients A,'"' are given by

A'."'=A„'"'„,=v(n —v+1) . (17)

f')"'(E)[n —1]=2[n —2]+R '"
f(n) (E)

yielding the general expression

Different sets of A numbers for different coordinations are
shown in Fig. 1. The recursive process now proceeds in
the following form:

fo"'(E)[n]=R'"'+ [n —1],

f~ ( )[ —]—( + )[ ——]+ +( —+ ) f(n) ( )
+ + f(n) (E)f(n) (E) f(n)(E)

(18)

where we have omitted the site indices (kj). Relation (18)
can be considered valid for v=0, 1,2, . . . , n provided that
convention (15) is adopted again. In partiular, for v=n
we obtain the solution for our Green function Gkz(E) in
the form

1l

Gk. (E)= ~ R (v)
kj ~ f(n)(E)f(n) (E). . . f(n) (E) kj

Facing the above result we would like to note the fol-
lowing.

(i) Dependence on site indexes (kj) only enters through
the remainders Rkj '.

(ii) Since resonance frequencies are poles of the suscepti-
bility, the only task left is the reduction of the continued
fractions f'„"'(E)into rational fractions.

(iii) For obtaining the line intensities a partial fraction
decomposition must in turn be done and the remainders
gk. Rkz' have to be calculated. The present method
offers no solution to this latter problem.

Fortunately, concerning point (ii) a well-known algo-
rithm can be devised to solve that problem. Writing the
continued fractions in the form

f(n) (E)
+((E)

(20)
Q,(E)

for a given coordination number n, the Q„(E)polynomials



can be generated by the following recursion relation:

Q,(E)=EQ i(E)—&'"'iQ, 2(E),

for v=2, 3, . . . , (n+ 1), with the initial values

Qo(E)=1, Qi(E)=E . (22)

This algorithm is of common use in numerical methods
and follows from recursion relation (16). Sets of these Q„
polynomials for different coordination numbers are shown
in Fig. 2. Coefficients in relation (19) can now be written
as rational fractions. The following result is then easily
obtained:

Gkj(E) = g v!Rkj
n Q (E)

~=0 n+1

which shows that resonance frequencies are solutions of
the equation

Qn+i«) =0

4L
%F

HL

Q2p

HL

In Fig. 2 we display the corresponding roots of the
characteristic polynomials for several coordination num-
bers. All the solutions are integers associated to the local
field of the different elementary clusters of nearest-
neighbor spins. Figure 3 is an illustration of this fact for
coordination number n =4.

Following the procedure of Ref. 2, spectral theorems al-
low us to find some exact relations between several corre-
lation functions. Unfortunately, the number of these
equations is less than the number of correlation functions
we have to solve. Ultimately me have to rely on approxi-
mate method to estimate the line intensities. The linear
chain is an exception which can be determined in exact
analytical form with the help of statistical mechanics (see
the Appendix).
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for magnetization,

&&a i&a&= &&a+i&a&—=n

for short-range order par—ameter, and

&ok —io'kok+i ~ =t

(A2)
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E (E'-4 )

ROOTS

for three-spin correlation.
The remainders appearing in formula (11) can be writ-

ten as

4V
~kj '4j ~

mJ

E I E"-2OE'+ 64) 0,+2,+4

(2)
Rg,~

——

2Rg 5

At

~ ~kj

FEG. 2. Characteristic polynomials for different coordination
numbers, along with the corresponding resonance frequencies.

whereas the resonance frequencies are given by E =0,+2.
The Q polynomials can be readily generated yielding
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6kj(E) = E'—2 AM

E(E'—4) E(EI 4)—
2Afl 2
IIJ E(E' 4.) Irl kj ~
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